
Two Way Reducer Data Sheet
    Product 
• The Two Way Reducer range of  door bars are manufactured using a base material of  solid brass for a high 

quality installation.  
• The Two Way Reducer range are available in three lengths : 35 7/16", 70 55/64" and 106 19/64". 
    Fitting 
• The Two Way Reducer range are for use on ‘Non Porous’ installations which have a height difference and each 

product covers two different heights by simply turning the Two Way Reducer around. 
     

     
    Stick Down or Floating Installations 
• On an installation where one surface is stick down and the other is floating, or both surfaces float, use the Two 

Way Reducer. Can also be used in a ‘No Float’ situation.    
• NOTE: For expansion information consult the flooring manufacturers specifications. 

     
     

  
      

     
     

    

    
     

       
    Care and Maintenance   
• Satin Brass and Polished Brass Trims Lemon wipes will remove light tarnishing. However to keep the brass like 

new these two finishes will need to be polished from time to time with a propriety brass polish. Ensure that you 
follow the instructions on the tin and protect your flooring during polishing. 

• Satin Nickel, Chrome, and Brushed Chrome Lemon wipes will remove light tarnishing. These finishes will need 
to be polished from time to time with a propriety metal polish. Ensure that you follow the instructions on the tin 
and protect your flooring during polishing. 

• Pewter, Antique Bronze and Antique Brass  Lemon wipes will remove light tarnishing. If  these finishes become 
contaminated the only option is to polish them with a propriety metal polish and allow them to age again 
naturally. Ensure that you follow the instructions on the tin and protect your flooring during polishing.

STICK DOWN

Stick down the wide surface 
for a 15/64" lift.

Stick down the narrow 
surface for a 9/32" lift.

Stick down the narrow 
surface for a 23/64" lift.

Stick down the wide surface 
for a 5/16" lift.

Stick down the wide surface 
for a 5/64" lift.

Stick down the narrow 
surface for a 1/8" lift.

Stick down the wide surface 
for a 5/32" lift.

Stick down the narrow 
surface for a 13/64" lift.

ANY QUESTIONS 
Please call (Toll Free) 877.966.5278 For friendly expert advice.


